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Game Setup 
1. Place the Kraken (wallet) standing like a tent at the center of the play area. This is the center of 

the whirlpool.  

 

2. Lay out the back of this quad-fold rulebook next to the kraken to show the two to four available 

Lanes for pirate Ships (based on the number of players). Note that there are 4 sides to the 

whirlpool on the compass directions around the Kraken (max. 16 total valid Ship positions; we 

recommend laying out pencils between Lanes 2 and 3 in each Section to help distinguish them). 

 

3. Each player chooses a Ship color for themselves. Randomly place those Ships on the table facing 

clockwise, around the Kraken in the outermost Lane, as follows: 

 

a. 2 players: 1 Ship is placed in the Section in front of the Kraken, 1 behind the Kraken 

b. 3 players: 1 Ship is placed in the Section in front of the Kraken, 1 behind that Ship, and 

the last behind that Ship 

c. 4 players: 1 Ship is placed in each of the 4 Sections 

 

4. Deal 3 action cards to each player – these are kept secret in each player’s hand. 

 

5. The Ship in the Section in front of the Kraken goes first.  

 

Game Round 
1. Players then take turns playing and resolving their cards one by one. The starting player each 

round is the one who’s Ship has the most damage (if tied, the player closest to the front of the 

Kraken goes first; if still tied, choose the first tied player in clockwise order starting with the 

Section in front of the Kraken). 

 

2. Each card has 3 action icons. Players MUST perform all actions on the chosen card, but they may 

choose the order in which to resolve each action. Actions are resolved as follows: 

 

a. Forward: Move your Ship to the next Section in clockwise order, in the same Lane. If 

another Ship was there, see Collisions below. 

b. Up: Move your Ship up 1 Lane. If another Ship was there or if this pushes you past the 

outermost Lane, see Collisions below. 

c. Down: Move your Ship down 1 Lane. If another Ship or the Kraken was there, see 

Collisions below. 

d. Fire: Each Ship in the same Section in an adjacent Lane takes 1 damage (mark damage 

on a piece of paper, or you can alternatively use pennies as damage counters). 



e. Repair: Remove 1 damage from your Ship, if any. 

 

f. Rotate Kraken: Rotate the Kraken 90 degrees, in either direction. 

 

g. Tentacle Attack: All Ships in front of the Kraken take 1 point of damage (regardless of 

what Lane they’re in), and then those Ships are moved up 1 Lane (if possible). 

 

3. Collisions: Resolve Ship collisions with other Ships, the Kraken, or out-of-bounds Lanes as 

follows: 

 

a. Collisions while moving Up: If you move Up into another Ship, move the bumped Ship 

up one Lane, bumping any other Ships up 1 Lane (and so on until there are no other 

affected Ships). A Ship can never be placed above the current number of Lanes (based 

on the number of surviving players) – if a Ship moves or is bumped out of bounds, it is 

placed in the highest Lane, and any other Ships are pushed down 1 Lane to make room, 

as needed. 

b. Collisions while moving Down: If you move Down into another Ship, move the bumped 

Ship down one Lane, bumping any other Ships down 1 Lane (and so on until there are no 

other affected Ships). If the Kraken was there, immediately resolve Collision with the 

Kraken as detailed below. 

c. Collisions while moving Forward: If you move Forward into another Ship, move the 

bumped Ship to the position exactly 1 Section forward and 1 Lane down, bumping any 

other Ship there forward and down 1 (and so on until there are no other affected Ships). 

If any Ship is bumped into the Kraken, immediately resolve Collision with the Kraken as 

detailed below. 

d. Collision with the Kraken: A Ship can never remain on the Kraken – if a Ship moves or is 

bumped into the Kraken, it may take some damage – 2 points if the collision Section was 

in front of the Kraken, 1 damage if it was one of the sides, and no damage if it was the 

rear. The Ship is then placed in the lowest Lane in that same Section, and then any other 

Ships are pushed up 1 Lane to make room, as needed. 

 

4. After all players have resolved their cards, the cards are shuffled up and re-dealt to start the 

next round. 

 

Sunken Ships 
When a player’s Ship has 4 or more damage, they are sunk. The rules document is folded in by one slot, 

so now there’s one fewer Lane available (there can never be fewer than 2 Lanes). Any Ships that were in 

the outer most Lane prior to this are automatically moved down 1 Lane, following normal Collision rules 

noted above. 

 

Winning 
The last Ship left escapes from the clutches of the now well-fed kraken! 


